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Abstract
This work focuses on semi-automatic extraction of verb-noun collocations from a corpus, performed to provide lexical evidence for
the manual lexicographical processing of Support Verb Constructions (SVCs) in the Swedish-Czech Combinatorial Valency Lexicon of
Predicate Nouns. Efficiency of pure manual extraction procedure is significantly improved by utilization of automatic statistical methods
based lexical association measures.

1. Introduction
1.1. The Notion of Support Verb Construction,

Support Verb, and Predicate Noun
Support Verb Constructions (SVCs) are combinations of
a lexical verb and a noun or a nominal group containing
a predication and denoting an event or a state (henceforth
”predicate noun”), e.g. to to take/make a decision, to un-
dergo a change. From the semantic point of view, the noun
seems to be part of a complex predicate rather than the ob-
ject of the verb, whatever the surface syntax may suggest.
The meaning of an SVC is concentrated in the predicate
noun, whereas the semantic content of the verb is reduced
or generalized. The notion of SVC and related concepts
has already been studied elswhere, see (Grefenstette and
Teufel, 1995), (Tapanainen et al., 1998), (Lin, 1999), (Mc-
Carthy et al., 2003), (Bannard et al., 2003).
In general, SVCs are easily understood by foreign learn-
ers. Their meaning is concentrated in the predicate noun,
and, cross-linguistically, the noun is the common denom-
inator of an SVC in the foreign language and its equiva-
lent in the learner’s first language. The equivalent is typi-
cally also an SVC. Even though the equivalent occasionally
may have another form or even be absent (Schroten, 2002),
SVCs mostly remain understandable for the learner. On
the other hand, SVCs pose substantial problems for foreign
language production (Heid, 1998), (Målmgren, 2002) due
to the unpredictability of the support verb. E.g. the predi-
cate noun question in an SVC meaning to ask takes differ-
ent support verbs in Czech and in Swedish: Czech uses the
verb položit (i.e. to put horizontally) while Swedish uses
the verb ställa (i.e. to put vertically). The translation equiv-
alent of the support verb is unpredictable, though common
semantic motivation can be traced back. The unpredictabil-
ity of the support verb places SVCs into the lexicon, while
the semantic generality of support verbs and their produc-
tivity move them to the very borders of grammar.
The initial attempts at identifying a fixed group of Swedish
support verbs resulted in the insight that verbs, rather
than being support verbs become support verbs by join-
ing a predication-containing noun cf also (Baron and Her-
slund, 1998). Many verbs belonging to the basic vocab-
ulary have a shifting potential for occurring together with
predication-containing nouns. Some enter such construc-

tions frequently and productively, while others only occur
in one or few lexicalized cases such as bjuda (to offer) in
bjuda motstånd (lit. to offer resistance). Only few lexical
verbs occur almost exclusively in SVCs (e.g. genomföra -
to perform). Most verbs with this ability have quite con-
crete meanings, e.g. komma, ställa, stå or få (to come, to
put vertically, to stand and to get).

1.2. SVCs as a Means of Event-Structure
Specification

Czech learners encounter difficulties when expressing as-
pect in Swedish (as well as in Germanic languages in gen-
eral). Due to the morphological category of aspect present
in most Czech verbs, Czech learners constantly miss aspect
as a morphological category in Swedish. Therefore they
may even be ignoring indications of event structure spec-
ifications rendered by various lexical means. Having this
in mind, the issue of SVCs becomes interesting in connec-
tion with their impact on the event structure of the entire
utterance.
SVCs are often referred to as one means of specifying event
structure in non-aspectual languages. Support verbs add
further semantic features to the event described by the given
predicate noun, such as inchoativity, durativity, terminativ-
ity and causativity (called aspectual, diathetic and modal
values by (Fontenelle, 1992), or simply aktionsart by oth-
ers, e.g. Šmilauer (Šmilauer, 1972). The event structure of
a given utterance can be modified by employing an SVC
instead of the corresponding lexical verb (provided there is
any), e.g. in falla i sömn (to fall asleep, lit. to fall into
sleep) versus sömna. However, this opposition gives no di-
rect correspondence to the Slavic category of aspect, which
apparently is the product of several event structure features
in combination. Some authors see aspect, or perfectivity, as
a discourse-based phenomenon rather than a lexical feature
of a given lexeme, often in comparison to telicity.1 There-
fore, we decided to observe the semantic as well as the
morphosyntactic behavior of each SVC in context (i.e. in

1(Hopper and Thompson, 1980): ”Whereas telicity can be de-
termined generally by a simple inspection of the predicate, per-
fectivity is a property that emerges only in discourse.” and (Puste-
jovsky, 1991): ”The lexical specification of a verb’s event-type
can be overridden as a result of syntactic and semantic composi-
tionality of the verb with other elements in the sentence.”
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corpus concordances) in order to record the event structure
modifications in the entire utterance.
Our attempt to make a link between the Swedish and
the Czech ways of specifying event structure is based on
(Lindvall, 1998). Lindvall has performed a comprehen-
sive parallel-corpora based comparison of Greek, Polish
and Swedish to look into verbal boundedness and object
definiteness as two interacting components of Transitivity.
Her point of departure was the Transitivity Hypothesis by
(Hopper and Thompson, 1980). Transitivity is conceived
as a semantic relation of an Agent affecting a Patient. The
more the Patient is affected by the Agent, the more transi-
tive the utterance is. This universal conception of Transi-
tivity is not limited to the syntactic relation between a verb
and its direct object and is gradual by its nature. According
to the Transitivity Hypothesis, utterances with high Transi-
tivity tend to have perfective verb forms and definite objects
(whenever the morphology of the given language can indi-
cate it), while utterances with low Transitivity tend to have
imperfective verb forms and indefinite objects.
We are seeking to make use of Lindvall’s observations by
regarding the predicate nouns as objects of support verbs.
Our considerations even include prepositional objects. To
begin with, we gather the instances of the morphosyntactic
behavior of a predicate noun linked to a given support verb,
trying to decide which aspect the verb in the corresponding
Czech utterances would get and whether the aspect would
shift according to the shifting noun-definiteness in the orig-
inal sentence. Regardless of what the outcome will be, we
believe it valuable for the Czech learner to see how variable
some predicate nouns can be in context in contrast to others
that remain unchanged.

1.3. Outline of the Swedish-Czech Combinatorial
Valency Lexicon of Predicate Nouns

The observations of Swedish SVCs have resulted in build-
ing a small machine-readable lexicon. As the predicate
noun is the semantically heavier and more predictable part
of a SVC, we decided to lemmatize the SVCs under their
respective predicate nouns. SVCs are looked upon as col-
locations with the predicate noun as node and the verb as
collocate. The verbal collocates are sorted by means of the
Lexical Functions (Wanner, 1996). The entry structure has
been described in more detail in (Cinková and Žabokrtský,
2005b) and (Cinková and Žabokrtský, 2005a). The lexicon
seeks to itemize the commonest SVCs as well as to present
their productive mechanisms in accordance with the Tran-
sitivity Hypothesis. It captures the morphosyntactic vari-
ability of predicate nouns in SVCs, i.e. number, article use
and attribute insertion. It is yet to be noted that the actual
lexicographical work is still in an early stage, and it is thus
not meant to be the topic of this paper, which only describes
the selection of entry candidates.

2. Tools and Data Sources
The collocations were extracted from the Swedish
PAROLE-corpus of modern Swedish texts, which com-
prises more than 19 million running words. PAROLE be-
longs to Språkbanken, the set of corpora at Språkdata, Uni-
versity in Gothenburg, Sweden, and is available at http:

//spraakbanken.gu.se/lb/parole/. The PA-
ROLE corpus was built within the EU project PAROLE
(finished 1997), which aimed at creating a European net-
work of language resources (corpora and lexicons).
PAROLE has automatic morphological annotation but no
lemmatization. To be able to use our statistical colloca-
tion extraction method, we needed the corpus lemmatized.
As we were not able to obtain any lemmatizer for Swedish
from outside, we wrote a make-do lemmatizer ourselves
(Cinková and Pomikálek, 2006).
The original frequency sorting was performed with the tool
WinConcord (Martinek and Siegrist, 1995). The initial part
of the manual extraction was carried out as a fully man-
ual task without any hope of technical support through
Språkbankens web interface in 2003. Concordances were
copied directly from the web and pasted into a word-
processor, which unfortunately limited the number of con-
cordances recorded.

3. Manual Collocation Extraction
The initial extraction procedure was inspired by Heid
(1998), Dura (1997), Ekberg (1987) and Malmgren (2002).
It comprises three steps:

1. extraction of word expressions whose morphosyntac-
tic behavior suggests that they could be SVCs

2. subsequent manual elimination of non-collocations
3. sorting of collocations into three groups.

Step 1 comprised formulating several corpus queries and
obtaining their results. The queries basically varied the dis-
tance between the verb and the noun. Some queries intro-
duced article, number and adjective insertion restrictions.
To ensure that the noun be the object of the verb, the verbs
had to follow a modal or an auxiliary verb.
To carry out the steps 2 and 3, the collocations were or-
dered according to their frequency in the corpus. Each
collocation interval (i.e. the distance between the noun
and the verb) was processed in a separate file. Equally
frequent collocations were sorted alphabetically according
to their verbs. This facilitated the manual processing, as
some very frequent verbs could be instantly recognized as
”never-support-verbs”, and ignored in blocks, i.e. köpa
(to buy) or säga (to say). Step 3 included a fine-grained
semantic classification. Three groups were set at the be-
ginning: ”SVCs”, ”Quasimodals” and ”Phrasemes”. The
group ”SVCs” included collocations with nouns denoting
an event (also a state) or containing a predication, e.g. få
hjälp (to get help) and få betydelse (lit. to get significance
- to become significant). In the group ”SVCs” it is the
event described by the predicate noun that actually ”takes
place”. In ”Quasimodals”, on the other hand, the verb and
the predicate noun form one semantic unit that resembles
a modal verb (e.g. to get the chance to V = to start to be
able to V etc.) (Cinková and Kolářová, 2004) and must
be completed by the event in question (here marked as
V). ”Phrasemes” include frequent collocations in which the
noun is not a predicate noun and the meaning of the entire
unit is idiomatic (e.g. ta hand om X ? lit. to take hand about
X - to take care of X). Naturally, this sorting was strongly
based on intuition. Basically, the phraseme and quasimodal
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groups also allow for nouns which do not contain any pred-
ication (e.g. hand), while the ”pure SVCs” are supposed to
be denoting events and states. In this respect, we were not
able to find a consistent solution for constructions like begå
en dummhet (lit. to commit a stupidity), which underspecify
the given event.
Extraction procedure yielded 10 235 SVC candidates out
of which 9 442 were classified as negative examples, not
collocations of interest. 689 collocations were classified
as SVC, 27 were labeled as quasimodal, 77 were labeled
as phrasemes. Careful manual classification of word pairs
took about 3 days and was done by one person.

4. Automatic Collocation Extraction
The approach described in the previous section is very time-
consuming and thus expensive. Query results in the first
step of the extraction procedure contained only 8% of word
expressions to be included in the lexicon. This implies that
approximately 92% of the time in the second step was spent
on elimination of useless material (assuming uniform data
distribution).
We improve the first step of the procedure by applying
methods for automatic collocation extraction. These meth-
ods employ lexical association measures to determine the
degree of association between words in order to obtain a list
of candidates further processed in the second and third step
of the manual procedure. Items in this list are ranked ac-
cording their association scores: the higher the score, the
higher the chance of the candidate being a collocation.

4.1. Methods
A number of methods for automatic collocation extraction
were proposed in the last decades. An overview of the most
widely used ones is given e.g. in (Pearce, 2002) or in (Ev-
ert, 2004). They include Mutual information, Student’s t-
test, Pearson’s χ

2 test, Log likelihood, and others. Pecina
(2005) presents a comprehensive overview of known asso-
ciation measures applicable for collocation extraction to-
gether with empirical results showing that combining these
measures (by logistic regression) leads to a significant per-
formance improvement. His experiments were performed
on (manually) morphologically and syntactically annotated
Czech data from the Prague Dependency Treebank and his
notion of collocations was much wider than ours. In our
work we tried to duplicate his experiments with these two
differences: a) our data came from the morphologically
tagged PAROLE corpus and b) we focused only on verb-
-object collocations.
Our primary goal is to develop a method combining mul-
tiple association measures and employ it as an alternative
to the first step of the extraction procedure. The secondary
goal is to estimate quality of this procedure by precision
(the fraction of collocation predictions correct) and recall
(the fraction of collocations correctly predicted) curves, and
compare this automatic approach with the simple manual
procedure mentioned above. Both training of the automatic
extraction procedure and its evaluation require some manu-
ally annotated data – word expressions assigned to two cat-
egories (collocations and non-collocations). For this pur-
pose we utilized the results of the manual extraction.
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Figure 1: Performance of collocation extraction methods.
Precision-recall curves obtained by logistic regression combining
all association measures (thick line) compared with curves of se-
lected individual association measures (thin lines). The closer to
the top and right the better the method is.

4.2. Data and Experiments
From the PAROLE corpus containing 22 883 361 runing
words in 2 639 283 sentences, we extracted 898 324 verb-
-object pairs appearing within a four-word collocation win-
dow sliding over all sentences in the corpus. 35 668 of
these expressions occurring in the corpus more than five
times were selected as collocation candidates in our exper-
iments For all the selected 35 668 verb-object pairs we ex-
tracted their joint and marginal frequencies and distribu-
tions of content words occurring in their immediate and
empirical contexts, and computed all 82 association scores,
as described in (Pecina, 2005). a sample of 2 858 collo-
cation candidates appearing also in the manually extracted
data an was used for evaluation: 851 (29.77%) of them
were collocations (of any kind), 2 007 (70.22%) were non-
collocations. We followed the experiments described in
(Pecina, 2005) and split this data into five stratified folds,
obtained averaged precision-recall curves for individual as-
sociation measures and a curve for logistic regression com-
bining all 82 association measure in one model, and visual-
ized the results in Figure 1.

4.3. Results
Based on our evaluation data, we estimated that the first
step of the manual extraction procedure would operate with
constant precision 29.77% within the entire interval of re-
call (assuming uniform distribution of the manually ex-
tracted data). The best performing automatic method is
based on Michael’s coefficient and achieved 70.83 % pre-
cision at 20% recall, 57.04% precision at 50% recall, and
37.98% precision at 80% recall. Similar results were ob-
tained also by Student’s t test (which surprisingly did not
perform well in Pecina’s experiments with Czech colloca-
tions). The combination of multiple association measures
improved the performance even more: logistic regression
on all 82 association measures achieved 80.95% precision
at 20% recall, 62.5% precision at 50% recall, and 44.29%
precision at 80% recall.
We applied this method on all 35 668 collocation candidates
extracted from the PAROLE corpus and used the result-
ing ranked list as an input for the second step of the ex-
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traction procedure. We estimated that in order to extract
20% of all collocations from the data, the amount of non-
collocations eliminated from the manually processed data
is only 19.04%. In order to extract 50% and 80% of collo-
cations we have to eliminate 37.05% and 55.7% of useless
material, respectively which is a substantial improvement
over fully manual extraction.

5. Conclusion
We studied extraction semi-automatic procedures of
Swedish collocations. Standard manual lexicographic ap-
proach was enhanced by statistical data preprocessing
based on combination of multiple lexical association mea-
sures. Manually extracted data was used both for training
parameters of applied statistical models and for estimation
of possible efficiency increase of lexicographic work.
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